Developmental factors modify stress ulcer incidence in a stress-susceptible rat strain.
Our multifactor theory of stress ulcer assumes that environmental factors that operate during early growth stages influence the elaboration of stress ulcer in adult rats. The theory would predict that rats exposed to either neonatal handling, or raised in a stimulus enriched environment, would reveal differences in stress ulcer susceptibility. In study 1, some Wistar rats and ulcer-susceptible Wistar Kyoto (WKY) rats were handled daily from birth to day 21, whereas other rats from each strain were not disturbed. In study 2, Wistar and WKY rats were raised (3 months) in a large stimulus-dense enriched environment, whereas other rats from each strain were raised in standard rat cages where visual and auditory stimuli were minimized. At 3 months all rats were observed in the open field test (OFT), a test of emotionality, as well as the Porsolt forced swim test (FST), a test of behavioral depression, and subsequently exposed to the ulcerogenic water restraint procedure. Neonatal handling produced results suggesting increased wall climbing activity in the FST, reduced response latency in the OFT, increased body weight and reduced ulcer severity, but these differences were not significant. Rearing in an enriched environment produced similar results but these difference were more pronounced and significant in the Wistar rats as compared to the WKY rats. Thus early environmental manipulations can influence adult behavior and the elaboration of stress ulcer disease, but the impact of these manipulations is less salient in an organism with an endogenous susceptibility to the disease.